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Activity Name & Date Robotic Process 
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Conducted By CTDS 

 
About the Activity: 
 
This is a lecture / webinar activity presented by 
 
Vikas About RPA: 
 
Artificial Intelligence in today world is 
stakeholders trying to make their mark, either in core algorithms or applied AI use cases. 
However, having made an early start in this domain we at Wipro realized quickly that AI is a 
team game. 
 
Taking this eco system spirit forward, Vikas, as a seasoned practice leader in the Applied AI 
domain, has taken proactive and primary role in incubating some of the leading edge AI core 
algorithms partners under the umbrella of Wipro's AI initiatives. He drives de
evaluation of partners and startups, evaluation of their applicability in resolving the day to day 
IT operational problems for clients. He has also developed insights and hands on experience 
in integrating diverse AI technologies and algorith
governance and interface layers of enterprise AI solutions architecture.
 
On the business aspects of technology partnership Vikas has proven expertise in building 
relationship through positive and persuasive negotiations , 
articulation of value of chosen technology , for clients , partners , and service aggregators
 
He has been a transformational leader in bringing in fresh thinking into traditional service 
delivery models, having worked in hardcore tec
stacks and tool sets. With his 18 years of experience and deep technology knowhow he is 
passionately driving the journey of new technology adoption like AI, changing the ways both 
clients and IT companies think about IT.
 
Video Link of the Activity: 
https://youtu.be/B4pRTRpPAdw 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Robotic Process Automation| 08-Aug-2020 

Lecture 

 Bangalore 

This is a lecture / webinar activity presented by Mr. Vikas DG, Technical Architect, Wipro Ltd

Artificial Intelligence in today world is newly discovered blue ocean where there are several 
stakeholders trying to make their mark, either in core algorithms or applied AI use cases. 
However, having made an early start in this domain we at Wipro realized quickly that AI is a 

his eco system spirit forward, Vikas, as a seasoned practice leader in the Applied AI 
domain, has taken proactive and primary role in incubating some of the leading edge AI core 
algorithms partners under the umbrella of Wipro's AI initiatives. He drives de
evaluation of partners and startups, evaluation of their applicability in resolving the day to day 
IT operational problems for clients. He has also developed insights and hands on experience 
in integrating diverse AI technologies and algorithms across the data, security and 
governance and interface layers of enterprise AI solutions architecture. 

On the business aspects of technology partnership Vikas has proven expertise in building 
relationship through positive and persuasive negotiations , clear measurement and 
articulation of value of chosen technology , for clients , partners , and service aggregators

He has been a transformational leader in bringing in fresh thinking into traditional service 
delivery models, having worked in hardcore technical roles across all IT Infra technology 
stacks and tool sets. With his 18 years of experience and deep technology knowhow he is 
passionately driving the journey of new technology adoption like AI, changing the ways both 
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